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Ultrathin aluminum oxide films:
Al-sublattice structure and the effect of substrate on ad-metal adhesion
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Abstract

First principles density-functional slab calculations are used to study 5 Å (two O-layer) A2O3

films on Ru(0001) and Al(111). Using larger unit cells than in a recent study, it is found that the

est energy stable film has an even mix of tetrahedral (t) and octahedral (o) site Al ions, and thus most

closely resembles theκ-phase of bulk alumina. Here, alternating zig-zag rows oft ando occur within

the surface plane, resulting in a greater average lateral separation of the Al-ions than with put or

o. A second structure with an even mix oft ando has also been found, consisting of alternatin

stripes. These patterns mix easily, can exist in three equivalent directions on basal substrates,

also be displaced laterally, suggesting a mechanism for a loss of long-range order in the Al-s

tice. While the latter would cause the film to appear amorphous in diffraction experiments, loc

ordination and film density are little affected. On a film supported by rigid Ru(0001), overlaye

Cu, Pd, and Pt bind similarly as on bulk truncatedα-Al2O3(0001). However, when the film is sup

ported by soft Al(111), the adhesion of Cu, Pd, and Pt metal overlayers is significantly incre

Oxide-surface Al atoms rise so only they contact the overlayer, while substrate Al metal atom

grate into the oxide film. Thus the binding energy of metal overlayers is strongly substrate d

dent, and our numbers for the above Pd-overlayer systems bracket a recent experimentally

value for a film on NiAl(110).
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Aluminum oxide films are of substantial current interest. First, they are relevant to the initia

idation of Al metal and the few nm thick “barrier layer” which inhibits corrosion [1]. Second, th

enable surface spectroscopic studies without charging or impurity problems, which often occu

bulk-truncated alumina [2, 3]. Third, when metal is deposited, the films model supported cat

[4]. Finally, ultrathin (as little as 1 nm) Al2O3 films are used in microelectronics as dielectric, diffu

sion, and tunneling junction barriers [5]. However, in spite of considerable recent work, the

structure is poorly understood on an atomic scale, thus preventing a complete understanding o

issues such as metal island nucleation [6], adhesion, and adatom diffusion (as explicitly seen

cent FIM experiments [7]).

Two O-layer 5 Å films are self-limited in thickness when made by NiAl [8] or Ni3Al [9] oxida-

tion. Here the films grow in a rotated domain structure (whose complexity prevents direct com

tions on these systems) and no Ni is present in the film [8-10]. HREELS evidence from Al2O3/

NiAl(110) [10] suggests Al ions occupy a mixture of octahedral (o) and tetrahedral (t) sites in close-

packed oxygen layers, which has led to these films being called “γ-like”. More recently, TEM Moire

patterns [11] have indeed indicated the film O-O spacing to be consistent with theγ-phase, but this

result also allows other possible structures. Furthermore, the film thinness, at two O-layers, pr

a definable stacking, such as hcp or fcc which differentiates theα- andγ-phases. In fact, the structure

of the Al-sublattice is unknown. However, an important clue has arisen from new experiments

group of Behm [12], using Al deposition and oxidation on Ru(0001). This refractory substrate

mits heating to significant temperatures and, while islands of 5Å Al2O3 can be seen at various cov

erages with STM, at high coverages LEED evidence rules out all Al ions occupying the same

of site. Furthermore, no or only weak ordering of the Al sublattice is found, in spite of annealin

1200K.

On the theoretical side, lately a significant demonstration has appeared showing the reliab

density functional theory (DFT). A complex oxide phase,κ-Al2O3, was structurally analyzed com

pletely by computation, and the predicted X-ray scattering pattern is in close agreement with e

iments on CVD-grown samples [13]. In addition, DFT was recently used to study the unu
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distortions produced by a rare earth impurity in bulkα-Al2O3 (sapphire) [14]; the deep surface re

laxations associated with sapphire (0001), and metal adsorption thereon [15]; and the nature

interface between aluminum oxide ultrathin films and substrate metals [16]. A comprehensiv

vey of metal adsorption was also made using a model film structure [17].

Calculations of two and three O-layer Al2O3 films on Al(111), Mo(110) and Ru(0001) [16] pro-

duced three significant findings for these substrates: 1) the interface between the oxide film a

substrate is 1 ML of chemisorbed oxygen, 2) on top of which is a nearly coplanar layer of Al a

ions, 3) where the normal bulk preference for octahedral- (o) over tetrahedral-site (t) aluminum ions

is energetically reversed. The latter result is caused by the electrostatics and layer separat

duced by the interface with the underlying metal [16]. However, this initial work used only sm

unit cells (see Fig. 1), and warned of the possibility of more complex structures. For films grow

the Ni-Al materials, the domain rotation presumably occurs between the first metallic Al layer

below the second—i.e., chemisorbed—oxygen layer) and the substrate lattice, rather than b

chemisorbed oxygen and the top metallic layer which would cost considerably more energy

fact suggested model films on Al(111) might mimic the films on NiAl(110) — below we show

hypothesis to be false.

In this paper, we report DFT [18] computational results on two O-layer alumina film morpho

with both Ru(0001) and Al(111) substrates, obtained by expanding the unit cell and allowing

riety of t/o ratios and structures. Furthermore, we report a likely mechanism for the loss of long r

order in the Al-sublattice, and a significant dependence of ad-metal adhesion on the nature

supporting substrate. Note that these substrates differ considerably in stiffness and in cohesiv

gy.

Our electronic structure calculations were performed using the ViennaAb initio Simulation

Package (VASP) [19]. This plane-wave based density-functional code allows the use of Vand

ultra-soft pseudopotentials [20], which provide good convergence for these systems with a

wave cutoff of only 270 eV. We used both the standard local density approximation (LDA) [21]

the “PW91” generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [22]. Complete geometric relaxation
-3-
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time consuming due to the mixture of hard and soft vibrational modes. A workable scheme

found by first using a quasi-Newton algorithm, followed by final refinement with a damped dyn

ics scheme, both built into VASP. All relaxed structures had residual computed interatomic f

under 0.05 eV/Å. Our slab calculations consisted of Ru or Al metal layers with the oxide film

one face. The bottom metal layers (see below) were frozen at the bulk LDA or GGA (as approp

Ru or Al geometry, while all other atoms were free to relax. The vacuum gap between periodic

in the vertical direction was >18 Å, due to the magnitude of long range electrostatic forces.

We begin by utilizing the fundamental conclusions of Ref. [16]: First, chemisorbed 1x1 oxy

marks the film/substrate interface, which is bound strongly to the metal [5 eV/atom for Al(11

Next, we create an overlying layer of nearly coplanar Al and O ions, which thus achieve near

neutrality, in spite of the surface appearing “oxygen terminated” in ISS experiments [10]. In o

to consider only the lowest-lying energetic possibilities, we impose three constraints: 1) We d

allow non-stoichiometry in the film Al/O ratio (i.e., that part above the chemisorbed interfacia

2) We restrict coordination to what is normal (i.e., each surface O has two nearly coplanar Al ne

neighbors, Fig. 1); and 3) We do not consider geometries wheret ando ions are immediately next to

each other (i.e., at adjacent tetrahedral and octahedral sites, configurations much higher in

due to Al-Al ionic repulsion).

Our analysis indicates that within the above constraints it is not possible to produce a loc

o-containing “defect” starting with allt-ions, or visa versa. However, it is possible to produce a z

zag row ofo-ions embedded in an otherwise perfect film of 100%t-ions by displacing a row laterally

in the [120] direction of the basal plane of the underlying metal—downwards in Fig. 2—so a

move all the ions in that row fromt to neighboringo sites. Note that the effect of this shift is to in

crease the average lateral Al-Al interatomic spacing (Fig. 2), and the latter is maximized ift ando

rows alternate. With this arrangement, the resulting structure has a2x1 unit cell (Fig. 2, right side)

relative to the primitive cell of three O- and two Al-ions in the surface plane of the film, and an e

(1:1) mixture oft ando Al ions.

It is already known that DFT is very accurate to determine aluminum oxide structures and
-4-
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tive energies [13, 15]. Since, however, our study necessitated numerous computations using la

percells, the following tests were performed to ensure accuracy: 1) The relative LDA energies o1

supercells with allo, all t, and the zig-zag 1:1 mixture of Al rows were computed with seven lay

of Ru substrate (bottom four frozen) and using eight k-points. Errors produced inrelativeenergy by

reducing the Ru slab to just four layers (bottom two frozen), and/or the number of k-points to

were found to be < 0.1 eV, out of energy differences of ~ 2 eV per 2x1 cell. 2) Because numerica

noise (arising from small inaccuracies in force computation) grow significantly during prolon

geometric relaxation, tests were done to examine the effect of freezing the entire Ru metal su

(as mentioned above, these systems are very problematic because they mix hard and soft vib

modes; all first-guesses had ions at the ideal positions with respect to the extended metal lat

was again found that errors were small, here below 0.05 eV per 2x1 cell. These results indicate tha

the relative energies, at least with the Ru substrate, are determined almost entirely by the elec

ics within the oxide film itself, which, because the bands are relatively flat, can be adequate

scribed by few k-points.

In Table 1, we see the zig-zag 2:1 structure favored over either of the pure structures for bo

and Al substrates. The energetic differences are so great that it is clear that the electrostatic

tage of maximizing the Al-Al lateral ion spacing dominates thet site preference reported in Ref

[16]. In Table 2, we see the vertical geometry of the structure (left column) compared with th

having allt-ions (cf. Fig. 1). Note that the film surfaces still consist of nearly coplanar Al- and

ions, but that a surface buckling now exists with both substrates. This is caused by the reduce

metry in the coordination of the surface O-sublattice with Al-ions (see Fig. 2). The buckling p

trates several layers into the Al metal and shows 1/3 of the surface metal has moved substa

upward, eveninto the first layer of oxygens. This does not happen in the case of the stiffer Ru

strate, whose cohesive energy is about twice that of Al.

It is now obvious that in principle one may have any mix of the two types of rows. For exam

a 3:1 mixture of ion types would have a 4x1 cell (e.g.,-t-t-t-o-), but a 2:1 ratio would result in a 6x1

cell because of a phase reversal of the zig-zag after a single-t-t-o- sequence. Note though, that thes
-5-
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other arrangements all decrease the average lateral Al-Al ion separation compared with th1

structure, and, since the lateral interaction dominates, these structures are not favored. Inde

computations failed to find relaxed metastable geometries for the 2:1 and 3:1 ratios as, after

geometric steps, three-O-layer-thick stripes resulted which were separated by depleted region

when using very small steps. We take these results as further evidence that these hypothetica

tures are higher in energy.

Interestingly, a second type of stable-t-o-t-o-1:1 structure has also been found, consisting of

ternating stripes (see Fig. 3). It is noted that this structure can mix with the zig-zag 2x1, prod

a displacement in the zig-zag axis and/or a change of phase (see Fig. 4). This structure is s

higher in energy than the zig-zag (Table 1) because it has a slightly reduced Al-Al average sepa

after the first nearest neighbor ring (Fig. 3). It appears at domain boundaries when misalign

occur (Fig. 4).

It is likely that the 2x1 zig-zag structure dominates basal plane Al2O3 ultrathin islands and films

on refractory substrates, where the row orientation is determined by details of the nucleation p

and surface defects. Note also that if a single additional row of either type exists in the 2x1 structure,

as might be caused by a defect, the phase of the zig-zag is reversed across the anomaly. This

seen by adding an additionalo-row at the left edge of Fig. 2. If random islands grow into a film, the

is only a 1/3 chance they will have the same row angular orientation. Even if two domains hav

same angular orientation, there is only a 1/6 chance they will match (1/3 for alignment, see F

and 1/2 for phase). Thus, because the zig-zag 1:1 pattern adds a linear aspect to the film sym

a loss of long range order easily occurs, causing an amorphous appearance to the Al subla

scattering experiments [12]. However, if considering barrier layers to corrosion, the film is nea

dense as sapphire. Given a sufficiently defect-free Ru substrate, high annealing temperatur

slow cooling, some ordering may be observable.

Of all known aluminum oxide phases, the 2x1 zig-zag most closely resembles the so-called

plane ofκ-Al2O3 [13]. This phase has -A-B-A-C- bulk stacking of close packed near-hexagon

layers, and the A plane has an even mixture ofo andt, arranged in alternating zig-zag rows (Fig. 2
-6-
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The B and C planes have allo-ions [13]. This phase of alumina, stable at intermediary temperatu

betweenγ- and the high temperatureα-phase, is commonly produced by CVD and is used in the c

ting tool industry. Our results suggest it is the stability of the zig-zag 2x1 structure in the first Al2O3

layer that initially nucleates this phase during layer-by-layer growth.

We now turn to the subject of metal adhesion to the film. Recently, for the purpose of comp

differences, a survey of eleven adsorbed metals was made [17] using a model ultrathin Al2O3 film

on Al(111), specifically the puret structure (Fig. 1) [16]. In general, it was found that isolated me

adatoms are oxidized (i.e., are positive ions), donating their charge to the oxide itself, with mo

ing taken up by neighboring oxygen atoms. All are strongly bound by several eV per atom.

transition metal adatoms from the left side of the periodic table, even multiply charged ions o

(this prediction was recently confirmed experimentally by the group of R. Madix [23]). In contr

when three or more nearest neighbor metal interactions are present (i.e., at coverages of 2/3

more) the ad-metal is metallic, with negligible or only minimal charge transfer to the oxide subs

On a per atom basis, the resulting binding is then much weaker. Overall, these results closely

ble those for metals on sapphire(0001) [15].

For comparison to Refs. [15, 17], and to see if Al-sublattice structure and/or substrate sti

affects adsorption, we present in Table 3 ad-metal LDA (and GGA) binding energies to the zi

2x1 structure on Ru and on Al. Here, we assume commensurate 2 ML overlayers of Cu, Pd, a

where the interface ad-metal atoms occupy atop-O sites, as has been shown to be universa

ferred for metal thicknesses over 1ML [17]. It is seen that for the Al(111) substrate,significantin-

creases in metal adhesion occur vs. the puret film or the zig-zag film on Ru(0001), where energetic

are also similar to bulk truncated sapphire [15]. In fact, for the Al(111) substrate, it is no longer

that isolated adatoms bind on a per atom basis much more strongly than do metallic overlay

Geometrically, there are several differences between the systems with the Al vs. Ru subs

First, is the degree of vertical buckling in the layers (Table 2); and, second, is the degree of rela

of Al ions at the oxide-surface (Table 2, right column). However, because the buckling of the ox

ions at the film surface is similar between the two substrates, we conclude it is the second
-7-
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which is more causative to the large differences in binding. In fact, a closer examination of the

substrate interface reveals a third difference, related to the second: During relaxation, additio

(now totalling four per unit cell) moves from the metal substrate vertically into the film (Table

These atoms are coordinated to and lie between both of the oxygen layers and have thus beco

ic. We propose it is this movement of substrate Al metal into the film which frees the Al ions

film surface to rise and form lower energy interfaces with the overlying metals. Table 2 only shows

the case of adsorbed Pd metal; however, quite similar relaxation results are obtained also for b

and Pt. While the earlier study of film geometry [16] and metal binding at various coverages

found qualitatively similar adsorption as with sapphire(0001) [15], here we find differences o

eV/atom (LDA) between the 1 ML Pt film on the 5 Å alumina film on Al(111) and Pt/sapphire(00

[15].

A recent experimental study [24] used remarkable STM-determined nanocrystal Wulff shap

Pd on Al2O3/NiAl(110) to derive a work of adhesion, Wadh, of 2.9± 0.2 J/m2 between the Pd and

the oxide film. This value is significantly greater than either the LDA (1.95 J/m2) or GGA (1.05 J/

m2) values reported in Ref. [17], as discussed at some length [24]. We now explore the reaso

this disagreement.

One potential difference concerns the interatomic spacings in the Al2O3/NiAl(110) film, which

has rotated film domains with respect to the substrate, and our computed films, where the O-O

ing at the film surface is the same as the interatomic spacing in the substrate metal. Howev

recent analysis of TEM Moire patterns found a film lattice constant of 7.865± 0.065 Å [11], resulting

in a film O-O spacing of 2.78 Å. This compares well with the 2.80 Å used here for the Al(111)

strate. Therefore, this slight strain does not produce an appreciable error or explain the disagre

Another possibility is the unrealistic oxide Al-sublattice structure used in Ref. [17]. Howe

here we report that this by itself didnotcause a significant reduction in Wadhbecause the binding to

the zig-zag film on the rigid Ru substrate resembles that to sapphire (0001) and to the mod

(Fig. 1), where the high symmetry and small unit cell did though prevent the atom migration

scribed here for the zig-zag structure on Al(111), and the large adhesions seen in Table 3. R
-8-
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ably, however, the adhesion of Pd to the zig-zag film on Al(111) significantlyexceedsthat of 2.9 J/

m2 reported in Ref. [24] for the film on NiAl(110).

A final important difference is the rigidity of the NiAl(110) substrate compared with Al(11

This reduces the relaxations at the film/substrate interface, and increases the energy cost of

ing Al from the substrate to permit the strong Al-ion motion towards the overlying Pd. To exp

this aspect further, and test this conclusion, we have computed Pd GGA adhesion energies to

films on Al(111) where the Al substrate was frozen totally and except for the first layer. Indee

seen in Table 4, the increased rigidity has killed the increased adhesion, and causes the partia

zen result to approach that of the Ru substrate. In real systems, the ability to donate substrat

atoms into the film is, of course, determined in turn by substrate stiffness and the related co

energy. Thus, with respect to metal adhesion, the film on NiAl(110) issomewhatlarger, ~2.8 vs. 2.4

J/m2, than sapphire (and presumably to the other phases of pure alumina as well), and signifi

larger (2.8 vs. 1.9 J/m2) than a film of the same thickness on a more rigid substrate, Ru.

In summary, we have found that ultrathin alumina films most resemble theκ-phase of alumina,

not theγ-phase. These results provide a natural explanation for observations that layer-by-laye

growth of alumina produces theκ-phase [13], that a loss of long range order can easily occur in

Al-sublattice [12], and are in agreement with earlier experiments concerning film surface term

tion [10] and the existence of a mixture of Al-ion types [10]. While Al-sublattice disorder can l

to these films being called amorphous, their density is still high, and the amorphous appearanc

not necessarily lead to easier diffusion or greater susceptibility to chemical attack. However, m

ment of Al metal into the oxide layer has now been observed to be caused by ad-species, an

the metal adsorption properties of ultrathin films depends critically on the nature of the under

metal: Stiffer metals (e.g., Ru) cause a more sapphire-like response to adsorbates, while m

soft as Al can increase adhesion even beyond that obtained by intermediate cases, as films on

Al materials [8, 9]. This causes us to conclude that the recently reported [24] adhesion stren

Pd to a film on NiAl(110) is a unique value, and while only 10-20% larger than the LDA value

Pd/sapphire, it is unlike that appropriate to films on pure aluminum or to films on refractory m
-9-
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such as Ru, and should not be expected to agree with theoretical numbers derived from stu

these systems.

Note that the preferred interface between the overlying Pd metal and the relaxed oxide fi

Al(111) did not have direct Pd-O contact, common for most metals deposited on alumina [17

instead consisted of Pd-Al contact. This observation suggests that the basic structural rule co

ing metal/oxide interfaces may include a change as one moves far to the right in the periodic

where the overlying metal may prefer cation rather than anion contact.

Finally, the comparison of our LDA vs. GGA value of metal/oxide adhesion with Ref. [2

though not done on the same substrate, does provide some evidence that LDA outperforms G

computing the interaction. As we have already pointed out [17] that this action concerns only

and oxide polarization with insignificant charge transfer or covalency, this is satisfying because

is already known to produce very accurate results concerning such electrostatic interactions
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Tables

Al sublattice:
octa-
hedral

zig-zag
1:1 mix

stripe
1:1 mix

tetra-
hedral

Ru(0001) 1.2 0.0 0.5 1.0

Al(111) 1.8 0.0 0.3 1.6

Table 1: Relative LDA energies in eV per Al2O3 unit of different stable flat Al2O3
films on Ru and Al substrates.

Atomic
layer

Zig-Zag/Al(111) Zig-Zag/Ru(0001)
2ML Pd/Zig-Zag/

Al(111)
2ML Pd/Zig-Zag/

Ru(0001)

Pd1 — — 15.30, 15.34, 15.35 14.48, 14.50, 14.52

Pd2 — — 13.09, 13.10, 13.14 12.15, 12.23, 12.28

O1 9.97, 10.07, 10.75 9.70, 9.82, 10.50 10.08, 10.20, 10.71 10.04, 10.11, 10

Al 9.94, 10.23 9.74, 9.79 11.12, 11.13 9.48, 9.58

O2 7.43, 8.08, 8.19 7.51, 7.74, 7.80 7.59, 7.84, 7.93 7.59, 7.80, 7.90

M1 6.80, 6.91,8.31 6.35, 6.44, 6.52 6.81,8.38, 8.53 6.36, 6.37, 6.46

M2 4.55, 4.57, 4.89 4.22, 4.24, 4.28 4.59, 4.60, 4.60 4.24, 4.25, 4.27

Table 2: LDA vertical positions in Å of all atoms for the clean zig-zag structure films on Al(11
Ru(0001), and the same films overlain by 2 ML of Pd. Symmetry causes different heights for
of three (two for the oxide Al layer) pairs of atoms within the 2x1 unit cell. M1 and M2 refer to t
two first metallic substrate layers. Note the Al ions (shown in bold) when Pd is present have
considerablyabovethe O1 layer, made possible by Al atoms from the M1 row rising into the fil
-13-
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Admetal: Cu Pd Pt

strain: +12% 4.4% 2.9%

zig-zag/Ru(0001) 1.2 0.8(0.6) 0.9

sapphire(0001) 0.5 1.0 0.5

puret/Al(eV/atom) 0.9 0.8 0.5

zig-zag/Al (eV/atom) 1.5(1.2) 1.9(1.6) 2.0(1.7)

zig-zag/Al (J/m2) 3.5(2.8) 4.5(3.8) 4.6(4.0)

Table 3: LDA(GGA, where available) adhesion energies in eV per interface m
atom of 2 ML of several metals to zig-zag Al2O3 films on Ru(0001) and Al(111).
For comparison, LDA values on bulk truncatedα-Al2O3(0001) [15] and on the
puret-model film [17] are also shown. The 2ML metal films prefer to align with
the atop oxygen sites on the zig-zag oxide film surface. The lateral strain is a

shown, as are the adhesion energies (on the film with the Al-substrate) in J/m2, for
comparison to Ref. [24].

Substrate freedom: All frozen
Only top
layer free

All free

zig-zag/Al(111)
(eV/atom)

0.4 0.5 1.6

Table 4: GGA adhesion energy in eV per interface metal atom of 2ML of Pd to
zag films where the slab substrate of Al(111) is frozen in various degrees at th
LDA relaxed positions of the bulk metal.
-14-
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: The 5 Å (two O-layer) puret film on Al(111), which shows the chemisorbed nature of th

first O-layer and the coplanarity of the surface Al2O3 layer (from Ref. [16]).

Fig. 2: Top view of the 2x1 zig-zag structure with even numbers oft (red) ando (blue) Al-ions (right

side) compared with the pure tetrahedral structure (left side). Also shown are the unit cell

the differences in nearest neighbor Al-Al distances. The central arrows show how at-row may

be displaced to create the 2x1 structure while preserving coordination.

Fig. 3: The striped structure (bottom), also an even mixture oft ando, compared with the zig-zag

structure (top). Also shown are the differences in the nearest neighbor shell which caus

stripe structure to be higher in energy.

Fig. 4: Examples of domain boundaries of the 2x1 zig-zag structure which can occur when the ove

all direction of the rows are aligned. The lines indicate where phase changes and displace

occur.
-15-
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Pure Tetrahedral (left) going to
Zig-Zag (right).

Jennison, Figure 2
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Zig-Zag (top) going to Stripe (bottom).

Jennison, Figure 3
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Example: Domain Boundaries When
Angularly Aligned.

Jennison, Figure 4
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